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Abstract: Developing antitumor implants is of great significance to repair tumor-induced bone
defects and simultaneously prevent bone tumor recurrence. The tumor cells, compared to normal
cells, have a high reactive oxygen species level. They are vulnerable to oxidative insults under
increased intrinsic oxidative stress. The lanthanum (La) ion with high phospholipid binding ability
can open the mitochondrial permeability transition pore, which blocks the electron transport chain in
the mitochondria, and consequently increases reactive oxygen species level. In this study, La was
alloyed to Mg-6Zn-0.5Zr (ZK60) through selective laser melting technology. The results indicated
that the mitochondrial membrane potential dropped whilst the reactive oxygen species increased as
the La content increased. ZK60-1.0La revealed a high cell inhibition rate of 61.9% for bone tumor cell
and high cell viability of 91.9% for normal cells, indicating that the alloy could induce bone tumor
cell death, as well as exhibit good biocompatibility for normal cell. In addition, its degradation rate
1.23 mm/year was lower than that of ZK60 alloy 2.13 mm/year, which was mainly attributed to the
grain refinement.

Keywords: antitumor implants; lanthanum; reactive oxygen species; biocompatibility;
degradation resistance

1. Introduction

Currently, surgical resection is a popular treatment method for tumor-induced bone defects [1,2].
Nevertheless, the surgical resection cannot eliminate bone tumor cells completely. The residual bone
tumor cells may lead to the relapse of the bone tumor [3,4]. Therefore, it is important to develop
antitumor implants to repair bone defects and prevent bone tumor relapse [5,6]. Ma et al. have
reported that a bifunctional graphene oxide-modified β-tricalcium phosphate implant showed excellent
photothermal effects in killing bone-tumor cells, which could be used for therapy of tumor-related
bone defects [2]. Li et al. also reported that zoledronic acid-loaded magnesium–strontium alloys could
inhibit giant bone cell tumors, which could be a potential implant in repairing the bone defects after
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tumor removal [7]. Compared to normal cells, hydrogen peroxide levels are greatly increased in many
types of cancer cells [8]. It helps cancer cells to infiltrate and metastasize to other tissues, and hydrogen
peroxide is also an important signal molecule regulating the entire process of tumor cell survival,
proliferation, and apoptosis [9,10]. As tumor cells have elevated reactive oxygen species levels and are
under increased intrinsic oxidative stress, this provides an opportunity to kill the tumor cells based on
their vulnerability to reactive oxygen species insults [11–13].

Lanthanum (La), a rare earth element, has received increasing attention due to its antitumor
property [14,15]. The radius and valence of the La ion are 1.061 Å and trivalent, respectively [16–18].
The La ion possesses a large ratio of the electric charge to ion radius, enabling a high ability to bind
to the divalent metal binding sites on mitochondria. This binding leads to irreversible alteration of
its structure and loss of biological activity, which results in disruption of tumor cell function and
death [19,20]. Heffeter et al. reported that lanthanum compounds could selectively inhibit or kill tumor
cells even in drug-resistant tumor cells [21]. Chen et al. reported that lanthanum chloride could inhibit
proliferation and induce the cervical tumor cells death [22]. Considering the antitumor property of La,
it is reasonable to speculate that La could be used as an antitumor agent to grant implants the ability
to kill bone tumor cells.

As promising bone implant materials, magnesium (Mg) and its alloys possess degradability, good
biocompatibility, and desirable mechanical properties [23–26]. They can gradually degrade in the
human body, thereby avoiding the second surgery for implant removal and decreasing the pain for
patients [27,28]. Mg as a necessary element in the human body can promote new bone formation,
which is beneficial to bone defects repairing [29,30]. Furthermore, Mg alloys possess similar elastic
modulus and density to those of natural human bones, thus mitigating the stress shielding effect
induced by serious mismatch in modulus between implants and natural bones [31]. To our knowledge,
there are very few reports about the antitumor property of Mg alloy containing La [32,33].

In this study, La was alloyed to Mg-6Zn-0.5Zr (wt %, ZK60) through a selective laser melting
technique to endow it with antitumor properties. Meanwhile, alloying is an effective approach to
enhance the Mg degradation resistance by tailoring the phase morphology, distribution, potential,
and size of the matrix [34,35]. The antitumor property of ZK60-La was evaluated and the potential
mechanisms were discussed. Furthermore, the degradation properties were investigated.

2. Experimental Methods

2.1. Preparation of ZK60-La Samples

The spherical Mg-6Zn-0.5Zr (ZK60) powder (mean particle size 50 µm) (Figure 1a) (Tangshan
Weihao Materials Co., Ltd., Tangshan, China) and polyangular La powder (mean particle size 8 µm)
(Figure 1b) (Shanghai Naiou Nano technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) were used as raw materials.
These two powders were blended homogeneously using ball milling at a rate of 100 rpm for 10 h under
argon gas protection to obtain mixed powders with different La contents (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 wt %).

The selective laser melting system (Figure 1c) was composed of a fiber laser, an optical
focus system, an automatic powder dispensing apparatus, an argon gas protection device, and a
computer-based control setup system [36]. Selective laser melting was carried out in the following
parameters: Laser beam diameter 100 µm, laser power 70 W, scanning speed 600 mm/min, and scan
line spacing 50 µm. The building chamber was filled with argon gas to prevent oxidation. Then, ZK60
and ZK60-xLa (x = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 wt %) samples (10 × 10 × 5 mm3) were prepared. The surface
of as-built samples was completely dense with no obvious pores or cracks (Figure 1d).
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Figure 1. Particle size distributions of powders: (a) ZK60 and (b) La; (c) schematic of selective laser 
melting system; (d) the surface of the selective laser melted sample. 

2.2. Microstructure Characterization and Mechanical Properties Tests 

The samples were polished on abrasive papers and finally etched with the picral solution for 10 
s. Subsequently their metallurgical structure was observed by optical microscopy. The composition 
distribution was studied using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, QUANTA FEG250, FEI 
Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS, JSM-5910LV, 
JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) detector. The phase compositions were analyzed through X-ray diffraction (XRD; 
Rigaku D/Max 2550, Tokyo, Japan). The hardness was carried out using a HXD-1000TM/LCD device 
(Shanghai Taiming Optical Instrument Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China) (load of 2.942 N). The compressive 
strength test was operated at a constant crosshead speed (0.2 mm/min) using an Instron machine 
(AG-5000G, Shimadzu, Japan).  

2.3. Degradation Properties Assays 

The potentiodynamic polarization curves were performed using an electrochemical workstation 
(Gamry 2000+, Gamry, Warminster, PA, USA) with a standard three-electrode configuration. To 
obtain a stable open circuit potential, the samples were immersed in the simulated body fluid (SBF) 
solution for 5 min. Then, the measurement was conducted in a potential ranging from −300 mV to 
300 mV compared to the open circuit potential. The potentiodynamic scanning rate for the test was 1 
mV/s. The corrosion current density (icorr) and corrosion potential (Ecorr) were obtained through Tafel 
extrapolation method. 

Figure 1. Particle size distributions of powders: (a) ZK60 and (b) La; (c) schematic of selective laser
melting system; (d) the surface of the selective laser melted sample.

2.2. Microstructure Characterization and Mechanical Properties Tests

The samples were polished on abrasive papers and finally etched with the picral solution for
10 s. Subsequently their metallurgical structure was observed by optical microscopy. The composition
distribution was studied using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, QUANTA FEG250, FEI Company,
Hillsboro, OR, USA) equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS, JSM-5910LV, JEOL, Tokyo,
Japan) detector. The phase compositions were analyzed through X-ray diffraction (XRD; Rigaku D/Max
2550, Tokyo, Japan). The hardness was carried out using a HXD-1000TM/LCD device (Shanghai
Taiming Optical Instrument Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China) (load of 2.942 N). The compressive strength
test was operated at a constant crosshead speed (0.2 mm/min) using an Instron machine (AG-5000G,
Shimadzu, Japan).

2.3. Degradation Properties Assays

The potentiodynamic polarization curves were performed using an electrochemical workstation
(Gamry 2000+, Gamry, Warminster, PA, USA) with a standard three-electrode configuration. To obtain
a stable open circuit potential, the samples were immersed in the simulated body fluid (SBF) solution
for 5 min. Then, the measurement was conducted in a potential ranging from −300 mV to 300 mV
compared to the open circuit potential. The potentiodynamic scanning rate for the test was 1 mV/s.
The corrosion current density (icorr) and corrosion potential (Ecorr) were obtained through Tafel
extrapolation method.
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Immersion tests were carried out in SBF solution at 37 ± 0.5 ◦C. The ratio of the exposed area
to the volume of SBF solution was 1.25 cm2/mL. Each specimen was immersed in SBF solution for
14 days, then removed from the solution and subsequently washed with distilled water 3 times.
The morphology and the composition of the degradation product film on sample surface were assessed
by SEM and EDS. After immersion for 3 days, 7 days, and 14 days, each specimen was removed from
the solution. The degradation products were removed by immersing the samples in chromic acid
solution for 20 min for the weight loss test. The weight loss rate ∆W (mg/cm2/day) was calculated by
the formula given in Reference [37]. The degradation rate (Pw, mm/year) was calculated based on the
weight loss rate by the equation: Pw = 2.10∆W, as in Reference [38].

2.4. Antitumor Property and Cytocompatibility

2.4.1. Preparation of ZK60-La Extracts

The extracts for the antitumor tests were conducted as follows. ZK60 and ZK60-La samples
were sterilized using ultraviolet radiation for 1 h. Then the samples were immersed in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) for 5 days, and the extraction medium ratio (the specimen surface
area/medium volume) was kept at 1.25 cm2/mL. All the extracts were subsequently centrifuged at
3000 rpm for 5 min, collecting supernates, and adding 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). The pH values of
the extracts were characterized by a pH meter. The ion concentrations of the extracts were analyzed by
an inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy.

2.4.2. Cell Culture

The human osteosarcoma cells (U2OS cells) were purchased from the Type Culture Collection of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS in
a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37 ◦C. The medium was changed every two or three days.
Human embryonic kidney 293 cells (HEK 293 cells) were purchased from Chinese Infrastructure of
Cell Line Resources. The cells were cultured at 37 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. The cell
culture medium used was DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS.

2.4.3. CCK8 Assay

The U2OS cells were adopted to evaluate the antitumor property. DMEM with 10% fetal bovine
serum was used as blank control. U2OS cells (2 × 104 cells/mL) were seeded in 96-well plates
and cultured with DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS for 24 h. The incubated medium was then
substituted by 200µL of ZK60 or ZK60-La extracts. At 1 day, 3 days, and 5 days, the incubated
medium was then removed and 200µL medium containing 10 µL cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8) solution
(Dojindo Laboratories, Tokyo, Japan) was introduced, followed by continuous incubation for another
2 h. Optical density (OD) values at 570 nm were obtained through a microplate reader. The relative
growth rate (RGR) of cells was calculated according to the equation: RGR = (OD of the sample/OD
of blank control group) × 100%. Human embryonic kidney 293 cells (HEK 293 cells) were used to
assess the cytocompatibility. The cells (1 × 105 cells/mL) were incubated in a 96-well plate for 24 h.
Then, 100 µL of extracts were added to each well to replace the medium. Then, 10 µL CCK-8 solution
was added to each well after incubating for 1 day, 3 days, and 5 days, and subsequently incubated for
another 2 h. OD values at 570 nm were obtained using a microplate reader.

2.4.4. Live/Dead Cell Staining

For live/dead staining studies, tumor cells (1 × 105 cells/mL) were seeded in 24-well plates
cultured in an incubator for 24 h to allow attachment, and then, 200µL extracts were added to each
well to replace the medium. Subsequently, the medium was removed and the live/dead staining was
performed with 0.2 ml of combination dye (Live/Dead Cell Viability Assay, Invitrogen). Briefly, 1 µM
calcien AM and 2µM ethidium homodimer-1 solutions were prepared in PBS. After the removal of the
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extracts medium, the cells were washed with PBS solution for three times, followed by addition of
100 µL of 1µM calcein AM and 2µM ethidium homodimer-1 solution. The fluorescent images of cells
were then taken by a fluorescence microscope (BX60, Olympus, Japan). The viable cells combined with
calcein-AM were stained green, whereas the dead cells combined with ethidium homodimer-1 were
stained red. For live/dead staining studies, HEK 293 cells (1× 105 cells/mL) were seeded in 24-well
plates for 24 h, and then, 200 µL extracts were added to each well to replace the medium. Subsequently,
the medium was removed and the live/dead staining was performed.

2.4.5. Detection of Changes in Mitochondrial Membrane Potential

The potential of mitochondrial membrane was detected by the mitochondrial permeability JC-1
fluorescent dye. Briefly, cells (5 × 103 cells/mL) were seeded into a 96-well plate in 200 µL medium
for 24 h. Then, 400µL of extracts were added to each well to replace the medium and the cells were
cultured for further 24 h. Then, the medium was then replaced by 10 µL of 5 mmol/L JC-1 staining
solution, and the plate was incubated for 15 min at 37± 0.5 ◦C. The plate was centrifuged for 5 min and
the supernatant was removed, and then, 200 µL of PBS solution was added. Cells were resuspended in
1 mL PBS, and instantly assessed with flow cytometry.

2.4.6. Measurement of Reactive Oxygen Species

The reactive oxygen species (ROS) level was detected using a
6-corboxy-2′,7′-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) fluorescent probe. Cells were
cultured in 6-well plates and allowed to attach. Cells were washed with PBS solution after culturing
with extract for 24 h. Subsequently, they were incubated with DCFH-DA solution (10 µmol/L in
DMEM) for 20 min at 37 ± 0.5 ◦C. Afterward, cells were washed twice with PBS solution to remove
the excess staining solution and instantly assessed with flow cytometry. Differential expression
was expressed as the ratio of the fluorescence intensity of experimental samples to the fluorescence
intensity of the control sample.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation of three independent experiments.
The statistical differences were analyzed between different groups to determine the p values by
Student’s t test, which were considered significant when a p value < 0.05.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Antitumor Property

The fluorescence images of the U2OS cells after culturing in the different extracts for 5 days
are shown in Figure 2a–f. No dead cells were observed in the control group (Figure 2a). Few dead
cells were observed in the ZK60 extract (Figure 2b). Significantly, dead cells gradually increased and
live cells decreased in ZK60-La extracts with La content increasing. In addition, the cells cultured in
the ZK60-La extracts exhibited an unhealthy shrinkage shape. These results indicated that ZK60-La
exhibited antitumor property, and higher La content exhibited higher antitumor efficiency.

The cell viabilities of the U2OS cells were studied by CCK8 assay, with results shown in Figure 2g.
The cell viability of the U2OS cells after culturing in ZK60 extract for 5 days was 94.2%. As a
comparison, the cell viability of the U2OS cells cultured in ZK60-0.5La, ZK60-1.0La, ZK60-1.5La, and
ZK60-2.0La extracts were 50.8%, 38.1%, 31.4%, and 25.2%, respectively. It indicated that the alloying of
La inhibited the growth of U2OS cells, and the cell inhibition rate gradually increased with La content
increasing. Among these, ZK60-1.0La extract exhibited a cell inhibition rate of 61.9%. These results
were in accordance with the florescence staining test.
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observed. The morphology of the cells was in spindle-like shape after culturing in different extracts, 
which indicated that the ZK60-La exhibited compatibility to normal cells. The CCK8 assay was used 
to assess the cytocompatibility for HEK 293 cells, with results shown in Figure 3g. The cell viability 
of HEK 293 cells after culturing in extract of ZK60, ZK60-0.5La, ZK60-1.0La, ZK60-1.5La, and ZK60-
2.0La for 5 days was 80.3%, 88.9%, 91.9%, 90.3%, and 84.4%, respectively. The viabilities of the cells 
cultured in ZK60-La extract were higher than 80% (grade 1, according to the Standard [39]), indicating 
that ZK60-La showed no toxicity to HEK 293 cells. 

Figure 2. U2OS cells after culturing in extracts for 5 days and stained with live/dead assay; red
represented the dead cells and green represented the live cells: (a) Control (b) ZK60, (c) ZK60-0.5La,
(d) ZK60-1.0La, (e) ZK60-1.5La, (f) ZK60-2.0La; (g) cell viability of U2OS cells in different extracts after
culturing for 1 day, 3 days, and 5 days.

The fluorescence images of the HEK 293 cells after culturing in the different extracts for 5 days
were exhibited in Figure 3a–f. From the results of live/dead staining, almost no dead cells were
observed. The morphology of the cells was in spindle-like shape after culturing in different extracts,
which indicated that the ZK60-La exhibited compatibility to normal cells. The CCK8 assay was used to
assess the cytocompatibility for HEK 293 cells, with results shown in Figure 3g. The cell viability of
HEK 293 cells after culturing in extract of ZK60, ZK60-0.5La, ZK60-1.0La, ZK60-1.5La, and ZK60-2.0La
for 5 days was 80.3%, 88.9%, 91.9%, 90.3%, and 84.4%, respectively. The viabilities of the cells cultured
in ZK60-La extract were higher than 80% (grade 1, according to the Standard [39]), indicating that
ZK60-La showed no toxicity to HEK 293 cells.
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Compared to normal cells, tumor cells had a high ROS level, and were more vulnerable to 
oxidative insults under increased intrinsic oxidative stress. It was well known that the mitochondria 
were the main ROS factory in the cells. Thus, the level of mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) 
and that of ROS in U2OS cells were measured. As shown in Figure 4a, the level of MMP after 
incubating in ZK60 extract was 95.2%, and the level of MMP decreased in the U2OS cells with the La 
content increasing. Specifically, the obtained MMP in the extract of ZK60-La was reduced to 88.6% 
for ZK60-0.5La, 80.2% for ZK60-1.0La, 76.7% for ZK60-1.5La, and 73.2% for ZK60-2.0La, respectively. 
Meanwhile, the ROS levels in U2OS cells after incubating in the different extracts are shown in Figure 
4b. The ROS level after incubating in ZK60 extract was 109.2%, and the ROS level increased in the 
U2OS cells with the La content increasing. Specifically, the obtained ROS level in the extract of ZK60-
La was increased to 122.3% for ZK60-0.5La, 138.5% for ZK60-1.0La, 145.8% for ZK60-1.5La, and 
152.1% for ZK60-2.0La, respectively.  

Figure 3. HEK 293 cells after culturing in extracts for 5 days and stained with live/dead assay; red
represented the dead cells and green represented the live cells: (a) Control (b) ZK60, (c) ZK60-0.5La,
(d) ZK60-1.0La, (e) ZK60-1.5La, (f) ZK60-2.0La; (g) cell viability of HEK 293 cells in different extracts
after culturing for 1 day, 3 days and 5 days.

Compared to normal cells, tumor cells had a high ROS level, and were more vulnerable to
oxidative insults under increased intrinsic oxidative stress. It was well known that the mitochondria
were the main ROS factory in the cells. Thus, the level of mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP)
and that of ROS in U2OS cells were measured. As shown in Figure 4a, the level of MMP after
incubating in ZK60 extract was 95.2%, and the level of MMP decreased in the U2OS cells with the La
content increasing. Specifically, the obtained MMP in the extract of ZK60-La was reduced to 88.6%
for ZK60-0.5La, 80.2% for ZK60-1.0La, 76.7% for ZK60-1.5La, and 73.2% for ZK60-2.0La, respectively.
Meanwhile, the ROS levels in U2OS cells after incubating in the different extracts are shown in
Figure 4b. The ROS level after incubating in ZK60 extract was 109.2%, and the ROS level increased
in the U2OS cells with the La content increasing. Specifically, the obtained ROS level in the extract
of ZK60-La was increased to 122.3% for ZK60-0.5La, 138.5% for ZK60-1.0La, 145.8% for ZK60-1.5La,
and 152.1% for ZK60-2.0La, respectively.
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Figure 4. (a) The mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) and (b) reactive oxygen species (ROS) in
U2OS cells after incubating in the different extracts.

The degradation of Mg metals led to metal ions release accompanied by high alkalinity, which
might be key factors causing cell death. The pH value of the ZK60 and ZK60-La extracts after
immersing for 5 days is shown in Figure 5A. The pH value of the ZK60 extract was 8.8. The pH values
of ZK60-La extracts were lower than that of the ZK60 extract, and pH value of ZK60-1.0La extract
was 8.2, which was the lowest among them. It could be inferred that ZK60-1.0La had the slowest
degradation rate and the least OH- release, providing a more favorable environment for cell growth.
Thus, HEK 293 cells exhibited the highest cell viability in ZK60-1.0La extract. The ion concentrations
of the extracts were illustrated in Figure 5B. The La ion concentrations in ZK60-La extracts were
0.5 ± 0.1 µg/mL for ZK60-0.5La alloy, 1.2 ± 0.2 µg/mL for ZK60-1.0La alloy, 1.9 ± 0.1 µg/mL for
ZK60-1.5La alloy, and 3.5 ± 0.1 µg/mL for ZK60-2.0La alloy. The concentration of La ion increased
with the La content increasing in ZK60-La. Although higher concentrations of La ions were more
conducive to killing tumor cells, they also impaired the biocompatibility of ZK60-La [40].

The mechanism of ZK60-La inducing tumor cell death is illustrated in Figure 5C. The ZK60-La
released a mass of La3+ when they degraded. The La3+ was transported into the tumor cell through
the ion channels on the cell membrane. The radius of the La3+ (1.061 Å) were close to that of calcium
ion (Ca2+) (0.99 Å) [41]. However, the La3+ possessed the greater ratio of the electric charge to
radius (3/1.061 Å = 2.83) than that of the Ca2+ (2/0.99 Å = 2.02), which made it possess a stronger
bonding force with divalent binding sites than the Ca2+ [42]. Thus, the La3+ could replace the
Ca2+ binding to the binding sites on the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) [43].
The opening of mPTP could result in ionic balance disorders between the mitochondrial matrix
and cytoplasm. The redistribution of ions on both sides of the membrane led to the decrease of
mitochondrial membrane potential. As a result, the electron transport chain was blocked, which
resulted in the reactive oxygen species generation. In addition, the ability to scavenge free radicals
for cells could also be weakened in a high alkaline environment by suppressed activity of related
enzymes in cells, leading to the reactive oxygen species accumulation [44]. The ROS accumulated in
the tumor cells could result in oxidative stress, regulating the expression of related proteins, finally
causing tumor cell apoptosis. The apoptosis was a typically form of programmed cell death regulated
by genes, which played a role in the cell death. A local burst of ROS also could induce oxidation of
nucleotides in DNA [45]. Irreparable DNA damage prevented proper protein synthesis, which led to
cell death [46].
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OH−; and (g) regulation of protein expression led cell death.

3.2. Degradation Properties

The polarization curves of ZK60 and ZK60-La immersed in SBF are presented in Figure 6a. The
Ecorr and Icorr estimated using Tafel extrapolation are shown in Table 1. The Ecorr and Icorr of ZK60
were −1.61 V and 50.2 µA/cm2. It should be noted that ZK60-1.0La had the highest Ecorr (−1.41 V)
and the lowest Icorr (26.3 µA/cm2), which suggested that it had the best degradation resistance.

The degradation rate of ZK60 and ZK60-La calculated from the weight loss are exhibited in
Figure 6b. The degradation rate increased with the immersion time increasing from 3 to 7 days, while it
decreased with the increasing immersion time from 7 to 14 days. It could be attributed to the reduction
of surface area for the samples in the degradation process. When the samples immersed in the solution,
the surface of the sample was exposed to the solution causing several themopositive reactions, thus
increasing the degradation rate. While, protective films would form on the samples after prolonged
immersion in SBF, which prohibited the contact between the samples and corrosive medium, thus
decreasing the degradation rate. The degradation rate of ZK60 was 2.13 mm/year after exposure to
SBF for 14 days. When the content of La increased to 1.0 wt %, the degradation rate decreased to
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1.23 mm/year. Clearly, various La content exerted an effect on the pH of extract, as shown in Figure 5A.
With La content increasing to 1.0 wt %, the degradation rate was reduced. Thus, the released OH− was
decreased. With La content further increased, the degradation was accelerated, and the pH value was
consequently increased.
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Figure 6. (a) Polarization curves of ZK60 and ZK60-La immersed in SBF solution; (b) Degradation
rates of ZK60 and ZK60-La calculated from the weight loss; (c) Morphology of the ZK60 and ZK60-La
after immersing in SBF solution for 14 days; (d) Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) spectra of the
degradation products indicated by the red point in Figure 6c.

Table 1. The corrosion potential and current density of ZK60 and ZK60-La estimated using
Tafel extrapolation.

Ecorr (V) Icorr (µA/cm2)

ZK60 −1.61 ± 0.01 50.2 ± 7
ZK60-0.5La −1.51 ± 0.01 39.4 ± 5
ZK60-1.0La −1.41 ± 0.01 26.3 ± 3
ZK60-1.5La −1.45 ± 0.01 35.1 ± 5
ZK60-2.0La −1.48 ± 0.01 43.7 ± 5

The morphology of ZK60 and ZK60-La after immersing in SBF solution for 14 days is shown in
Figure 6c. They were all covered with degradation product layer. Many cracks were observed for
ZK60, while the surface film of ZK60-1.0La maintained integrity. The EDS spectra of the degradation
products are shown in Figure 6c. Corresponding EDS data were listed in Table 2. It is shown that the
degradation products were primarily constituted of O, C, and Mg. The La and Zn, along with Ca, P,
were also detected in the degradation products. The atomic ratio of Ca to P was about 1.34, which is
between the Ca/P ratios of octacalcium phosphate and hydroxyapatite.
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Table 2. EDS results of the degradation products indicated by the red point in Figure 6c.

Point
Mg Zn La C O Ca P

at% at% at% at% at% at% at%

1 14.72 4.62 - 17.90 58.37 2.51 1.88
2 7.15 0.89 0.30 18.72 61.34 6.61 4.99
3 8.07 1.12 0.45 17.32 62.69 5.79 4.56
4 6.50 3.79 0.21 21.42 21.42 2.90 2.25
5 10.05 6.25 0.84 21.49 58.20 1.61 1.56

3.3. Microstructure

The metallurgical structure of ZK60 and ZK60-La obtained by optical microscopy are shown in
Figure 7. Both ZK60 and ZK60-La consisted of dendrite grains and intermetallics. The average grain
size was 13.1 µm for ZK60, 10.2 µm for ZK60-0.5La, 7.6 µm for ZK60-1.0La, 6.3 µm for ZK60-1.5La,
and 5.1 µm for ZK60-2.0La, respectively. The results showed that alloying La to the ZK60 contributed
to grain refinement. The related refinement mechanism was as follows: During solidification, the
solute La atoms possessed strong segregation ability and formed constitutional undercooling in a
diffusion layer. The constitutional undercooling could reduce the diffusion rate of solute atoms, which
restricted grain growth and promoted the primary Mg matrix nucleation. Moreover, the La-containing
intermetallic could form at grain boundary, which could further prevent the grain growth.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 15 
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The distribution of the intermetallic phase was analyzed by SEM and EDS. The ZK60 constituted
of the α-Mg phase and intermetallic phase. The intermetallic phase in ZK60 was sparsely distributed
along grain boundary with an island-like structure. Some intermetallic phase with short-bar shape
appeared after alloying 0.5 wt % or 1.0 wt % La and increased with the La content increasing.
The intermetallic phase with short-bar shape was widened and gradually connected to form a
semi-continuous network as La content reached 1.5 wt % or 2.0 wt %. The EDS results revealed
that the phase with the island-like shape (point A in Figure 7a) was constituted of Mg (89.41 at. %) and
Zn (10.59 at. %) (Figure 6f), and the phase with short-bar shape (point B in Figure 7c) was constituted
of Mg (91.27 at. %), Zn (7.60 at. %) and La (1.13 at. %) (Figure 7g). The phase with semi-continuous
network shape (point C in Figure 7e) was constituted of Mg (88.53 at. %), Zn (9.38 at. %) and La
(2.09 at. %) (Figure 7h). The XRD spectra of the samples were presented in Figure 7i. Combined with
the EDS results, the phase with island-like shape was suggested to be MgZn, the phase with short-bar
shape and phase with semi-continuous network shape was suggested to be the MgZnLa phase.

3.4. Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of the samples are shown in Figure 8. The compressive strength of
ZK60, ZK60-0.5La, ZK60-1.0La, ZK60-1.5La, and ZK60-2.0La was 134.5 ± 4.5 MPa, 151.2 ± 4.3 MPa,
169.4 ± 5.1 MPa, 163.7 ± 4.5 MPa, and 158.8 ± 5.0 MPa, respectively. The compressive strength
increased as the La content increased, and ZK60-1.0La possessed the highest compressive strength.
The enhanced compression strength was partly ascribed to the strengthening effect of grain refinement
and uniformly dispersed MgZnLa phase with short-bar shape. When the La content increased further,
the compressive strength decreased. It was ascribed to the fact that continuity of the Mg matrix
was destroyed by the semi-continuous network MgZnLa phase along the grain boundary, and stress
accumulation could form at the interfaces between the MgZnLa phase and matrix during plastic
deformation. In addition, with the increase of La content, the hardness of the samples increased from
83.9 ± 3.5 Hv for ZK60 to 104.9 ± 5.2 Hv for the ZK60-2.0La. It was attributed to the strengthening
effect of grain refinement and precipitation strengthening of the high hardness MgZnLa phase.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, ZK60-La was successfully prepared by selective laser melting technology. ZK60-1.0La
revealed a high cell inhibition rate of 61.9% for bone tumor cells and high cell viability of 91.9% for
normal kidney cells, indicating its good anti-tumor properties. It further revealed that the MMP of
U2OS cells after incubating in ZK60-La extracts was reduced as the La content increased. Meanwhile,
the ROS levels in U2OS cells after incubating in the ZK60-La extracts increased with the La content
increasing. In addition, its degradation rate 1.23 mm/year was lower than that of ZK60 alloy
2.13 mm/year, which was mainly attributed to the grain refinement.
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